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A B S T R A C T

This study assesses viremia, provirus and blood cytokine profile in naturally FIV-infected cats treated
with two distinct protocols of interferon omega (rFeIFN-ω).

Samples from FIV-cats previously submitted to two single-arm studies were used: 7/18 received the
licensed/subcutaneous protocol (SC) while 11/18 were treated orally (PO). Viremia, provirus and blood
mRNA expression of interleukin (IL)-1, IL-4, IL-6, IL-10, IL-12p40, Interferon-γ and Tumor Necrosis Factor-α
were monitored by Real-Time qPCR. Concurrent plasma levels of IL-6, IL-12p40 and IL-4 were assessed
by ELISA.

IL-6 plasma levels decreased in the SC group (p = 0.031). IL-6 mRNA expression (p = 0.037) de-
creased in the PO group, albeit not sufficiently to change concurrent plasma levels. Neither viremia nor
other measured cytokines changed with therapy. Proviral load increased in the SC group (p = 0.031), which
can be justified by a clinically irrelevant increase of lymphocyte count.

Independently of the protocol, rFeIFN-ω seems to act on innate immunity by reducing pro-
inflammatory stimulus.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Recombinant Feline Interferon Omega (rFeIFN-ω) is an
immunomodulator commonly used in feline retroviral infections (de
Mari et al., 2004; Doménech et al., 2011; Gil et al., 2013). It is pro-
duced as a recombinant protein by means of a baculovirus expression
vector which contains the feline interferon omega (IFN-ω) se-
quence (Ueda et al., 1993). This baculovirus replicates in silkworms,
permitting the production of the glycosylated molecule which, after
purification, can be used therapeutically (Ueda et al., 1993).

The recommended protocol is based on 3 cycles of 5 daily sub-
cutaneous administrations (1 MU/kg), beginning respectively on days

0, 14 and 60. Following initial in vitro studies (Truyen and Schultheiss,
2002), several authors have performed in vivo trials in order to assess
its clinical and immune properties. The action of rFeIFN-ω in cats
naturally infected with feline leukemia virus (FeLV) and co-
infected with FeLV and feline immunodeficiency virus (FIV) has been
described, showing that this compound induced an important clin-
ical improvement and an increased survival time of treated cats (de
Mari et al., 2004). Another group of authors reported that rFeIFN-ω
improved the clinical condition of retroviral infected cats, al-
though minor changes were observed on other parameters such as
hypergammaglobulinemia, CD4/CD8 ratio, proviral load and viremia
(Doménech et al., 2011). Thus, an overall improvement of innate
immunity was suspected (Doménech et al., 2011). Recently, our
group has reported that, in addition to improving clinical signs,
rFeIFN-ω also induces a reduction of concurrent viral shedding
(namely herpesvirus, coronavirus, parvovirus and calicivirus) which
is particularly relevant in shelter medicine (Gil et al., 2013). In an
attempt to understand the immune pathways underlying the ther-
apeutic action of rFeIFN-ω, we also evaluated the effect of this
compound on acute phase proteins (APPs) in naturally retrovirally
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infected cats, confirming that it potentiates the innate immune re-
sponse (Leal et al., 2014).

Despite the clinical benefits of the licensed protocol in natural-
ly retrovirus-infected cats, rFeIFN-ω can be cost-limitative in some
cases and alternative protocols have been investigated. After some
trials describing the use of lower oral doses of rFeIFN-ω in various
conditions such as chronic gingivostomatitis (Hennet et al., 2011;
Leal et al., 2013), an oral protocol was recently proposed in natu-
rally FIV-infected cats (Gil et al., 2014). This was based on the daily
oral administration of 0.1 MU/cat during 90 consecutive days and,
in a similar way to the licensed protocol, revealed a significant clin-
ical improvement of treated cats without relevant changes in
hematology, serum biochemistry, serum protein electrophoresis or,
in contrast to the licensed protocol, APPs (Gil et al., 2014). This ap-
parent difference in the mechanism of action between the two
protocols is in agreement with previous authors who suggested that
oromucosal interferon (IFN) therapy seems to act by different mecha-
nisms than parenteral protocols (Tovey, 2002). Therefore, while in
the licensed protocol the increased APP seems to denote a poten-
tiated innate immune response (Gil et al., 2014; Leal et al., 2014),
in the oral protocol the immune mechanisms underlying the ob-
served clinical improvement remain unclear.

Academically, the immune system can be divided into two general
parts: the nonspecific (innate) response and the specific (ac-
quired) immunity (Kennedy, 2010) that interact in order to maintain
a competent immune system. This is achieved by the production
and release of different cytokines which, being mediators of the
immune response, have distinct functions including activation of
pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory pathways (Day, 2012;
Kennedy, 2010; Tizard, 2009a, 2009b).

In spite of the fact that most cytokines are pleiotropic, each
part of the immune system can be characterized by different
cytokine patterns (Roitt and Delves, 2001). For instance, Interleukin-6
(IL-6), IL-1 and Tumor Necrosis Factor (TNF)-α are pro-inflammatory
cytokines strongly involved in the innate immune response,
potentiating nonspecific pathways such as acute phase response
(APR) or fever (Ceron et al., 2005; Paltrinieri, 2008; Tizard, 2009a).
Concerning the acquired immune pathways, IL-2, IL-12 and
IFN-γ are strongly related to the cellular immune response
(Th1 subset activation) (Locksley and Scott, 1991; Pedersen et al.,
1998; Tizard, 2009b; VanCott et al., 1996) while the humoral
antibody response (Th2 subset) is associated with IL-4, IL-5
and IL-10 production (Barnard et al., 1996; Osborne et al.,
1996; Pedersen et al., 1998; Roitt and Delves, 2001; Romagnani et al.,
1994).

In feline medicine, particularly in FIV, several studies have been
performed not only in cell cultures but also in experimentally in-
fected cats in order to characterize the cytokine profile after infection
(Dean and Pedersen, 1998; Dean et al., 1998; Kipar et al., 2004;
Lawrence et al., 1995; Lerner et al., 1998; Liang et al., 2000;
Linenberger and Deng, 1999; Tompkins and Tompkins, 2008; Wood
et al., 2012). Despite the fact that there is no clear Th1 to Th2 shift
in response to FIV infection, this retrovirus induces a cytokine
dysregulation with alterations in cytokine transcription, leading to
an inadequate innate and cell-mediated immune response to other
pathogens (Kipar et al., 2004; Levy et al., 1998; Tompkins and
Tompkins, 2008).

To the authors’ knowledge, no studies (in vivo) have been
performed in order to assess the cytokine-based immunological
pathways underlying the clinical improvement and restored
control of other pathogens induced by rFeIFN-ω therapy (Gil et al.,
2013, 2014). Therefore, this study aims to evaluate the anti-viral
and immunomodulatory properties of rFeIFN-ω by monitoring
changes in viremia, proviral load and blood cytokine profile in nat-
urally FIV-infected cats receiving oral or subcutaneous rFeIFN-ω
therapy.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Animals and sample collection

The biological samples used in this study were collected from
18 naturally FIV-infected cats that had been previously enrolled in
two past works from the group (Gil et al., 2013, 2014; Leal et al.,
2014). In detail, 7/18 cats living in an animal shelter had received
the licensed protocol (SC group) while 11/18 cats admitted/
referred to the Veterinary Teaching Hospital of the Faculty of
Veterinary Medicine – University of Lisbon received the oral pro-
tocol (PO group), following the protocols previously described (Gil
et al., 2013, 2014; Leal et al., 2014).

The animals had been monitored and submitted to blood col-
lections before (D0) and after therapy (D65 and D90, respectively
for SC and PO groups). All the procedures were approved by the Com-
mittee for Ethics and Animal Welfare of the Faculty of Veterinary
Medicine – University of Lisbon (CEBEA – FMV-ULisboa).

Similar to studies previous published (Gil et al., 2013; Leal et al.,
2014), a single-arm trial policy was applied in each group meaning
that for each parameter, values on D0 were set as baseline and were
taken as the individual control for each cat.

2.2. Relative quantification of cytokine expression by real-time qPCR

At each specified time point, whole blood was collected in RNA
protected tubes (RNAprotect Animal Blood Tubes, Qiagen) and, ac-
cording to the manufacturer’s instruction, mRNA was extracted using
specific kits (RNeasy protect animal blood kit, Qiagen). Thereafter,
cDNA was synthesized using Transcriptor High Fidelity (Roche) fol-
lowing the manufacturer’s instructions and used as a template for
Real-Time quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction (qPCR).

The primers used for each gene were published in the litera-
ture and the respective authors and sequences are presented in
Table 1. Despite the DNAse step performed during the RNA extrac-
tion, in order to preclude genomic DNA amplification, primers
covered putative exon–exon junctions. Optimization experiments
and efficiency assessments for each amplification system were pre-
viously performed (data not shown). Primers were obtained from
a commercial manufacturer (STAB Vida, Portugal). Relative expres-
sion of each cytokine was quantified using Miner software
(http://www.miner.ewindup.info), following the computed algo-
rithm for Quantitative Real-time PCR system (Zhao et al., 1995). Beta-
actin was set as the housekeeping/reference gene (Table 1).

Real-time qPCR was performed using the StepOne Plus real-
time analyzer (Applied Biosystems). The PCR assays comprised, in

Table 1
Primers used to evaluate cytokine expression by Real-time qPCR in naturally FIV-
infected cats treated with rFeIFN protocols.

Gene Oligo Sequence (5′−3′) Reference

Β-Actin For GACTACCTCATGAAGATCCTCACG Scott et al., 2011
Rev CCTTGATGTCACGCACAATTTCC

IL-1β For ATTGTGGCTATGGAGAAACTGAAG Scott et al., 2011
Rev TCTTCTTCAAAGATGCAGCAAAAG

IL-4 For CCCCTAAGAACACAAGTGACAAG Taglinger, Van
Nguyen, Helps,
Day, & Foster, 2008

Rev CCTTTGAGGAATTTGGTGGAG

IL-6 For GTGTGACAACTATAACAAATGTGAGG Scott et al., 2011
Rev GTCTCCTGATTGAACCCAGATTG

IL-10 For ACTTTCTTTCAAACCAAGGACGAG Scott et al., 2011
Rev GGCATCACCTCCTCCAAATAAAAC

IL12p40 For TGGCCTTCTGAAGCGTGTTG Scott et al., 2011
Rev GAAGTACACAGTGGAGTGTCAGG

IFN-γ For TGCAAGTAATCCAGATGTAGCAG Taglinger et al., 2008
Rev GTTTTATCACTCTCCTCTTTCCAG

TNF-α For CACATGGCCTGCAACTAATC Taglinger et al., 2008
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each reaction, 2 μl of each primer (final concentration of 100 nM),
2 μl of cDNA, 4 μl of sterile water and 10 μl of SYBr (Applied
Biosystems) in a total volume of 20 μl per reaction.

Thermocycling conditions consisted of an initial denaturation of
10 min at 95 °C, followed by 50 cycles of amplification (95 °C for
15 s and annealing at 60 °C for 1 min). A final melting curve stage
consisted of 95 °C for 15 s, 60 °C for 1 min followed by a ramp rate
and heating of samples until 95 °C with a 0.3 °C/s ramp rate. The
melting curves obtained after each PCR were used to verify the speci-
ficity of each amplicon.

2.3. Measurement of plasma levels of IL-6, IL-12p40 and
IL-4 cytokines

At each time point, whole blood was also collected in EDTA tubes
which were centrifuged (5000 g for 10 minutes) to obtain plasma
which was subsequently frozen at −20 °C until use. Plasma levels
of IL-6, IL-12p40 and IL-4 were measured by specific ELISA kits and
following manufacturer’s instructions (SunRed Biotechnology
Company).

2.4. Quantification of provirus

In order to assess proviral load, DNA was extracted from whole
blood using a specific kit (DNeasy Blood & Tissue, Qiagen) by fol-
lowing the manufacturer’s instructions. DNA was stored at −20 °C
until use as a template for proviral load quantification by Real-
time PCR.

Taking into account the major prevalence of FIV-subtypes A and
B in southern Europe (Duarte and Tavares, 2006; Duarte et al., 2002),
samples were screened for both subtypes. Primers used for FIV A
subtype (gag gene) had been previously published and are pre-
sented in Table 2 (Leutenegger et al., 1999). For FIV B subtype, the
gag gene nucleotide sequences available through their GenBank ac-
cession number, were aligned for identification of conserved regions
using specific software (CLC Main Workbench). Primers were chosen
using Primer Express software (Applied Biosystems) after visual in-
spection of the multiple alignment.

Real-time qPCR was performed using StepOne Plus real-time ana-
lyzer (Applied Biosystems). Fifty nanograms of DNA template was
used in a total volume of 20 μl, comprising 10 μl of TaqMan PCR
Master Mix (Applied Biosystems). Optimization of different primer
and probe concentrations were performed. For the FIV-B system,
a final concentration of 300 nM for each primer and 250 nM for the
probe was used. For the FIV-A system, 900 nM for the primers and
250 nM for the probe was used.

Absolute quantification was assessed by real-time PCR using re-
spective standard curves based on ten-fold dilutions of positive
controls. For the FIV-B subtype, previously published plasmids were
used (Duarte et al., 2002). For FIV-A, purified amplicons obtained
from FIV-Petaluma CRFK infected cells were used.

For the FIV-A subtype, thermocycling conditions consisted of an
initial denaturation (95 °C/3 min) followed by five cycles of 95 °C/
30 s and 60 °C/30 s and 40 cycles of 85 °C/30 s and 60 °C/60 s. For
the FIV-B subtype, thermocycling conditions began with an initial
denaturation (95 °C/10 min) followed by 50 cycles of 95 °C/15 s,
58 °C/20 s and 72 °C/20 s.

2.5. Quantification of viremia

For viremia quantification, viral RNA was extracted from plasma
samples (previously obtained by centrifugation of the blood col-
lected for EDTA tubes at 5000 g for 10 minutes) using a specific kit
(QIAmp Ultrasens Virus Kit). Plasma viral RNA was stored at −80 °C
until use as a template on Real-time qPCR. Similarly to proviral load,
the StepOne Plus Real-time analyzer (Applied Biosystems) was used.

A one-step Real-time qPCR was performed using 100 ng of RNA
in a total volume of 20 μl of reaction using one-step PCR kit (MyTaq
One-Step RT-PCR kit). Taking into account the provirus subtype
results, the respective system was applied to assess concurrent
viremia levels. The same concentrations of primers and probe were
used.

Thermocycling conditions used for one-step Real-Time qPCR were
similar to that previously described for provirus, with an addition-
al initial step of reverse-transcription of 48 °C/15 min at the
beginning.

2.6. Statistical analysis

For each measured parameter, the two groups were compared
using the Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon test for independent samples.
The comparison between the end and the beginning of therapy in
each group was carried out by the Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon test
for paired samples with appropriate small sample size correction.
The significance level was set at 5%. A descriptive statistical anal-
ysis was also performed when appropriate. In order to assess
potential correlations between measured parameters, a spearman
correlation was also performed when suitable. All the statistical anal-
yses were carried out using R-software.

3. Results

3.1. Cytokine expression

Relative quantification revealed very low levels in all the mea-
sured cytokines. In terms of mRNA expression, the groups were
indistinguishable on D0 for all the evaluated cytokines (p = 0.55, 0.71,
0.24, 0.26, 0.70, 0.51 and 1 for IL-1, IL-4, IL-6, IL-10, IL-12p40, IFN-γ
and TNF-α, respectively).

When comparing cytokine mRNA expression before and after
therapy in both groups, in spite of an overall decreasing tendency
only IL-6 expression significantly decreased and only in the PO group
(p = 0.037). With the exception of this cytokine, no significant changes
were observed in the cytokine profile of either group (D0 versus
D65 for SC group: p = 0.58, 0.10, 0.18, 1, 0.37, 0.18, 1 for IL-1, IL-4,
IL-6, IL-10, IL-12p40, IFN-γ and TNF-α, respectively; and D0 versus
D90 for PO group: p = 0.28, 0.058, 1, 0.14, 0.55, 0.67 for IL-1, IL-4,
IL-10, IL-12p40, IFN-γ and TNF-α, respectively).

On D0, cats from both groups showed a minimal expression of
IL-1, IL-4, IL-6, IL-12p40 and IFN-γ. TNF-α expression was only quan-
tified in one cat from the SC group and in two from the PO group.
At the end of therapy, no cytokine expression other than IL-1 (which
was measured in one cat) was observed in the SC group. There-
fore, cytokine expression was set as zero for all the quantified
cytokines in this group. Conversely, in the PO group, minimal mRNA
expression of IL-1, IL-4, IL-6, IL-12p40, IFN-γ and TNF-α could still
be measured at the end of therapy.

Table 2
Real-time qPCR system to assess FIV provirus and viremia changes in naturally FIV-
infected cats after rFEIFN therapy.

Gene Oligo Sequence (5′–3′) Reference

FIV-A
subtype

For GCC TTC TCT GCA AAT TTA ACA CCT Leutenegger
et al., 1999Rev GAT CAT ATT CTG CTG TCA ATT GCT TT

Probe FAM* CATGGCCACATTAATAATGGCCG
CA* TAMRA

FIV-B
subtype

For AGACCGCTGCCCTATTTCACT –
Rev TTCTGGCTGGTGCAAATCTG
Probe FAM*TGCCTGTTGTTCTTGAGTTAATCCT

ATTCCCA*TAMRA
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IL-10 expression was negligible in both groups and therefore these
results were not charted. In detail, only two cats from the SC group
and one cat from the PO group showed detectable mRNA expres-
sion on D0. On D90, only two other cats from the PO group, which
tested negative before, expressed IL-10. The detailed results for the
other cytokines are shown in Fig. 1.

3.2. Plasma levels of IL-6, IL-12p40 and IL-4 cytokines

Concerning plasma levels of measured cytokines, the groups were
similar on D0 for IL-12p40 and IL-6 (p = 0.82 and p = 0.22 respec-
tively). For IL-4, plasma levels on D0 were significantly higher in
the SC group than in the PO one (p = 0.013).

Fig. 1. Detailed cytokine mRNA variation in naturally FIV-infected cats submitted to two different rFeIFN-ω protocols. SC refers to cats treated with the subcutaneous rFeIFN-ω
licensed protocol and PO to cats receiving the oral protocol. The values represent the expression of each cytokine using a housekeeping gene (beta-actin) for normalization
and relative quantification. p values refer to statistical comparison between the end and the beginning of therapy for each cytokine.
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Comparing the beginning and the end of therapy in the SC
group, there was a significant decrease of IL-6 plasma levels
(p = 0.037). No statistical differences were observed for IL-12p40
and IL-4 plasma levels in this group (p = 0.87 and p = 0.24,
respectively). In the PO group, no changes were observed in
any of the measured plasmatic ILs (p = 0.062, 0.248, 0.074 respec-
tively for IL-4, IL-12p40 and IL-6). The detailed results are shown
in Fig. 2.

3.3. Quantification of provirus

Regarding the primers and probes used, proviral load was quan-
tified by the FIV-B system in 8/18 cats (3 from the SC group and 5
from the PO group), while the FIV-A system worked successfully
in the other 10 cats (4 from the SC group and 6 from the PO group).
To assess overall changes in the proviral load, the results of both
subsystems were taken together and are shown in Fig. 3. There was
no statistical difference between the groups at D0 before therapy
(p = 0.07). Also, at this time-point, a significant positive correla-
tion could be observed in both groups between proviral loads and
clinical condition (detailed data referring to clinical scores previ-
ously published on Gil et al., 2013, 2014) (CC = 88% and 61% for the
SC and PO groups respectively).

After therapy there was a statistically significant increase in the
SC group (p = 0.031). In contrast, in the PO group, although the pro-
viral load tended to increase it was not statistically significant
(p = 0.46).

3.4. Quantification of viremia

There was a low level of viremia at both time points for both
groups. On D0 the groups were similar (p = 1).

In detail, only 7/18 cats (3/7 from the SC group and 4/11 from
the PO group) showed detectable viremia on D0. Detailed individ-
ual values are presented in Fig. 4.

In the SC group, the four cats with undetectable viremia levels
on D0 remained negative after therapy (D65). Of the three cats which
had detectable viremia on D0, two became negative while one
reduced it.

In the PO group, of the seven cats which had undetectable viremia
on D0, three remained negative while four became positive after
therapy (D90). Considering the four cats which tested positive on
D0, three of them reduced their viremia levels while one slightly
increased it.

Despite this, when comparing the levels at the beginning and
the end of therapy in each group, no significant differences were
obtained for viremia measurements (p = 0.52 and 0.18 for the PO
and SC groups respectively).

In contrast to what was seen with the provirus levels, no cor-
relation was noted between the viremia levels and clinical health
status (CC = 0.57/p = 0.18 for the SC group and CC = 0.351/p = 0.29
for the PO group on D0). Also no correlation was established between
viremia and provirus at both time points (D0: CC = 0.39/p = 0.382
for the SC group and CC = 0.50/p = 0.11 for the PO group; after
therapy: CC = 0.41/p = 0.36 for the SC group and CC = 0.46/p = 0.15
for the PO group).

4. Discussion

This study evaluated the effect of two distinct rFeIFN-ω proto-
cols on blood cytokine profile, viremia and proviral load. The
cytokines were chosen taking into account their main functions on
the immune system and were considered biomarkers of the innate
or the acquired immune response. Therefore, IL-1, IL-6 and TNF-α
were measured in order to evaluate the innate pro-inflammatory
pathways, IL-12p40 and IFN-γ were chosen as indicators of Th1
pathway activation while IL-4 and IL-10 were used as indicators of
a Th2 response. IL-12 is a heterodimeric cytokine composed of two
chains (p40 and P35) (Trinchieri et al., 2003). The measurement of
the IL-12p40 subunit was chosen by the authors due to the fact that
it was the only subunit available for complementary ELISA
measurement.

Even if quantification was possible, mRNA expression was very
low in all the animals. The groups were indistinguishable on D0 for
mRNA expression of all the measured cytokines, which made the

Fig. 2. Mean ± SE of plasma IL-12p40, IL-4 and IL-6 concentrations in naturally FIV-
infected cats submitted to two different protocols of rFeIFN-ω. SC refers to cats treated
with the subcutaneous rFeIFN-ω licensed protocol and PO to cats receiving the oral
protocol. The groups were statistically similar at baseline values except for IL-4 con-
centration which was higher in the SC group than in the PO group (◊p = 0.013 –
comparison between groups). The SC group showed a statistically significant de-
crease of IL-6 concentration (*p = 0.037 – comparison between the end and beginning
of therapy).
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SC group, submitted to the licensed protocol, a reliable positive
control. Comparing the beginning and the end of therapy in both
groups, there were no marked differences in mRNA expression for
the majority of cytokines, although a decreasing tendency was ob-
served. This decrease was only significant for IL-6 expression in FIV-
infected cats after oral rFeIFN-ω therapy. Although not statistically
significant, IL-1 and TNF-α also tended to decrease in these animals.
These findings are consistent with an overall reduction of pro-
inflammatory pathways in cats treated with the oral protocol. The
same is observed in the SC group in which IL-1, TNF-α and IL-6 ex-
pression showed a decreasing tendency. Therefore, also in the
licensed protocol, the pro-inflammatory pathways of the innate
immune response tend to be reduced. Correlating these findings
with other biomarkers of the innate immunity, our group had shown
that the licensed subcutaneous rFeIFN-ω therapy is associated with
a concurrent increase of APPs (Leal et al., 2014). In opposition, the
oral protocol did not change APP profile in treated cats (Gil et al.,
2014). Due to the fact that IL-6 is strongly involved in the stimu-
lation of APP production, it is surprising that pro-inflammatory
pathways tended to decrease in these animals. A possible expla-
nation relies on the fact that although IL-6, IL-1 and TNF-ω are
thought to be the main inducers of this acute phase reaction
(Martínez-Subiela et al., 2001; Paltrinieri, 2008), they are not the
only cytokines involved in this phenomenon. Recognizing that APPs

have several protective functions (Ceron et al., 2005; Hochepied et al.,
2003; Paltrinieri, 2008; Petersen et al., 2004; Steel and Whitehead,
1994), various pathways other than pro-inflammatory stimuli can
lead to their production. Therefore, it seems reasonable to state that
this paradoxical increase of APPs in cats with evidence of a reduced
pro-inflammatory stimuli may be induced by other mediators than
IL-6, IL-1 or TNF-α, such as IL-18 (Duan et al., 2004). Further studies
are needed to fully understand the mechanisms behind the ob-
served APP increase in these cats.

Concerning the mRNA levels of the Th1 measured cytokines (IL-
12p40 and IFN-γ), no changes were observed in either group meaning
that the activation of the cellular immunity does not seem to be
the way by which rFeIFN-ω therapy provides a benefit for FIV-
infected cats. The same was observed for the Th2 quantified
cytokines (IL-4 and IL-10). In particular, IL-10 was undetectable in
the majority of animals, making the results for this cytokine neg-
ligible by this method. Nonetheless, IL4 mRNA expression allowed
a reasonable quantification of Th2 activation. Although non-
significant, a decreasing trend was noted in both protocols for IL-4
mRNA expression. This was closest to significance for the oral pro-
tocol (p = 0.058), which, incidentally, may partially explain the benefit
seen with oral rFeIFN-ω therapy in a recently published study on
canine atopic dermatitis where a high IL-4/IFN-γ ratio is believed
to contribute to the disorder (Litzlbauer et al., 2014). Therefore, other

Fig. 3. Mean ± SE of the proviral load of FIV in cats receiving two different rFeIFN-ω protocols. SC refers to cats treated with the subcutaneous rFeIFN-ω licensed protocol
and PO to cats receiving the oral protocol.

Fig. 4. Individual viremia changes of 18 FIV-infected cats submitted to two rFeIFN-ω protocols. 7/18 cats (SC group) received the subcutaneous licensed protocol while
11/18 cats were treated with oral rFeIFN-ω (PO group). *Refers to time-points in which viremia was undetectable.
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than this potential trend for reduced IL-4 mRNA expression, our
results did not demonstrate any significant impact of rFeIFN-ω
therapy on the Th1 and Th2 responses in FIV-infected cats, inde-
pendently of the chosen protocol.

Concurrently to mRNA expression monitoring, the plasma levels
of IL-6, IL-12p40 and IL-4 were also measured. Similarly to the basal
values of cytokine expression, groups were similar on D0 for IL-6
and IL-12p40. The exception was IL-4 which was significantly higher
in animals from the SC group than in the PO group. This can be ex-
plained by different factors such as their environment once cats from
the SC group were living in a cattery whereas cats from the PO group
were mainly indoor animals with less exposure to other cats. Another
relevant factor is the presence of opportunistic infections, which
were more evident in the SC group than in the PO one (Gil et al.,
2013, 2014). In cats from animal shelters it is expected that the Th2
response will be increased due to the constant stimuli from con-
current infections and environmental challenges. However, as the
effect of therapy was assessed by monitoring plasma levels of each
cytokine before and after therapy and the cats did not alter their
living conditions, it is not anticipated that this difference at base-
line will have any relevant impact on the results. Nevertheless, the
changes seen in IL-4 and IL-12p40 plasma levels were not statis-
tically significant and the overall tendencies were considered
negligible. They can probably be explained by a high individual vari-
ability that induced slight fluctuations on the overall results of these
cytokines. Interestingly, IL-6 plasma levels significantly reduced in
the SC group while it remained stable in cats treated with the oral
protocol. Correlating these results with mRNA expression profile,
it is observed that in the SC group, although the decrease of IL-6
mRNA expression was not significant, rFeIFN-ω induced an impor-
tant reduction of its concurrent plasma levels. In contrast, the
significant decrease noted in IL-6 mRNA expression in cats submit-
ted to oral therapy was not reflected in their plasma levels of this
cytokine. This can be explained by eventual post-transcriptional
events (Vogel and Marcotte, 2012) that delay the translation and
impair a direct correlation between IL-6 mRNA expression and its
concurrent plasma level in cats treated orally even though, albeit
with some differences, these results suggest that IL-6 cytokine pro-
duction is affected in FIV-infected cats during rFeIFN-ω therapy,
independently of the protocol applied. It seems reasonable to state
that higher pulsate subcutaneous doses seem to be more effective
than lower continuous oral therapy for reducing pro-inflammatory
stimuli in FIV-infected cats. However continuous oral therapy also
altered IL-6 expression meaning that this immune modulation pro-
tocol retains some anti-inflammatory properties. These results
reinforce the beneficial aspects of rFeIFN-ω as an immunomodulatory
therapy, in light of the facts that basal levels of pro-inflammatory
cytokines tend to be increased in FIV-infected cats (Lawrence et al.,
1995).

Proviral load on D0 was similar in both groups and an expect-
able correlation was established between this parameter on D0 and
clinical presentation, meaning that cats in worse condition showed
higher levels of provirus. It has been previously reported that the
licensed protocol does not induce significant changes in proviral load
(Doménech et al., 2011). However in this study we found a signif-
icant increase of proviral load in the SC group. An increasing, but
non-significant, tendency was also noted with the oral protocol. A
possible explanation for this finding lies in the fact that, in both
groups, lymphocyte numbers tended to increase with therapy. Al-
though this increase was within the reference range, it may explain
the subsequent increase of proviral load, especially in light of the
improved clinical condition in both groups. (Gil et al., 2013, 2014).

Viremia was only detected in a small proportion of animals of
both groups on D0. This is not surprising in a study using natural-
ly infected cats with an unknown duration of infection. Chronically
FIV-infected cats eventually cease to have detectable viral RNA due

to viral latency (Murphy et al., 2012; Tomonaga et al., 1995). No cor-
relation was established between viremia and clinical scores. The
main clinical signs in the symptomatic animals were therefore most
likely due to opportunistic infections rather than directly induced
by FIV replication. This suggests that the beneficial effects of rFeIFN-ω
in FIV-infected cats is unlikely to be related to a direct anti-viral
action on the FIV virus in either protocol, but rather to improved
control of secondary infections in addition to reduction of pro-
inflammatory pathways.

As for all clinical trials, there were a few limitations that must
be stated. Even if the groups did not differ in the majority of mea-
sured variables, cats that received the SC group were living in a
cattery/animal shelter while cats treated with oral rFeIFN-ω were
mainly indoor/owned cats. Therefore, the groups were exposed to
different environmental and human stimuli which cannot be pre-
cisely determined. However, recognizing that D0 results were set
as the baseline value and the individual control for each cat, the
overall tendency was analyzed for each group which minimized this
limitation. Another point to consider is that cytokine expression
results depended on blood mRNA collection and extraction. It is im-
portant to note that a reliable measurement of circulating mRNA
is difficult as RNAases are present ubiquitously which degrade it
(Etheridge et al., 2013). Furthermore, mRNA extraction efficiency
varies according to the method applied and can be affected by mul-
tiple external variables such as blood clots and sampling conditions
which determine its quality (Wong et al., 2004). To the authors’
knowledge, this is the first study reporting cytokine profiles based
on blood mRNA measurements in naturally FIV-infected cats. Con-
sidering the low values obtained, it is reasonable to say that blood
mRNA does not seem to be as effective as plasma levels or even in
vitro studies for assessing this aspect of the immune response
(Robert-Tissot et al., 2011). A concurrent evaluation and stimula-
tion of PBMCs from naturally-FIV infected cats would have been
helpful in clarifying these data. Interestingly, a recent study vali-
dated a microsphere immunoassay for the detection of plasma IL12/
23 (Wood et al., 2012). Perhaps in the near future the evaluation
of the cytokine profile of FIV cats will be easier and more helpful
in the monitoring of infected cats and therapies.

5. Conclusion

Although the antiviral effect of rFeIFN-ω on FIV seems to be minor
in FIV-infected cats, this study helped to enlarge our understand-
ing of the role of this immunomodulator on the cytokine profile of
these animals. Among the measured cytokines, this work re-
vealed that IL-6 production was significantly affected in FIV-
infected cats treated with subcutaneous or oral rFeIFN-ω protocols.
While the high pulse scheme of the SC protocol leads to an impor-
tant reduction on IL-6 plasma levels, the continuous lower doses
of the oral protocol induce a decrease on IL-6 expression, al-
though not sufficiently to be reflected in significant reductions of
its plasma levels. In summary, the acquired immune-response,
namely Th1/Th2 pathways, was not found to be the major means
by which rFeIFN-ω acted in this study. Its main action seems to be
on the innate immune response where it reduces the pro-
inflammatory stimuli. This anti-inflammatory action can in part
justify the observed clinical improvement induced by this
immunomodulator.
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